How Cel s Read the Genome:
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Figure 6-1 (opposite page) Schematic depiction of a portion of chromosome 2 from the genome of the fruit fly
Drosophila melanogaster. This figure represents approximately 3% of the total Drosophila genome, arranged as six
contiguous segments. As summarized in the key, the symbolic representations are: black vertical lines of various
thicknesses: locations of transposable elements, with thicker bars indicating clusters of elements; colored boxes: genes
(both known and predicted) coded on one strand of DNA (boxes above the midline) and genes coded on the other strand
(boxes below the midline). The length of each gene box includes both its exons (protein-coding DNA) and its introns
(noncoding DNA) (see Figure 4-15); its height is proportional to the number of known cDNAs that match the gene. (As
described in Chapter 8, cDNAs are DNA copies of mRNA molecules, and large collections of the nucleotide sequences of
cON As have been deposited in a variety of databases, the more matches, the higher the confidence that the predicted
gene is transcribed into RNA and is thus a genuine gene.) The color of each gene box indicates whether a closely related
gene is known to occur in other organisms. For example, MWY means the gene has close relatives in mammals, in the
nematode worm Caenorhabditis elegans, and in the yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae. MW indicates the gene has close
relatives in mammals and the worm but not in yeast. The rainbow-colored bar indicates percent G-C base pairs; across
many different genomes, this percentage shows a striking regional variation, whose origin and significance are uncertain.
(From M.D. Adams et aI., Science 287:2185-2195, 2000. With permission from AAAS.)

The DNA in genomes docs not direct protein synthesis itself, but instead
R\lA as an intermediary. When the cell needs a particular protein, the
Ieolide sequence of the appropriate portion of the immensely long D A
1t'{Ule in a chromosome is first copied into R A (a process called (rt/I/scripIt Is these RNA copies of segments of the D A that are used directly as
plate; to direct the synthesis of the protein (a process called tral/s!atiol/).
,no",ofgenetic information in cells is therefore from DNA to RNA to protein
Iliure6-2). All cells, from bacteria to humans, express their genetic informanin Ihis way-a principle so fundamental that it is termed the ce/llra! dogma
olecular biology.
~pite the universality of the central dogma, there are important variations
the way in which information flows from DNA to protein. Principal among

is that RNA transcripts in eucaryotic cells are subject to a series of pro"sing steps in the nucleus, including RNA splicil/g, before they are permitted
exit from the nucleus and be translated into protein. These processing steps

tritically change the "meaning" of an R A molecule and are therefore cn,for understanding how eucaryotic cells read their genomes. Finally,
lOUgb we focus on the production of the proteins encoded by the genome in
chapter, we see that for many genes RNA is the final product. Like proteins,
ny of these RNAs fold into precise three-dimensional structures thai have

uctural, catalytic, and regulatory roles in the cell.
lI'e begin this chapter with the first step in decoding a genome: the process
ranscription by which an R A molecule is produced from the DNA of a gene.
then follow the fate of this RNA molecule through the cell, finishing when a
'feCtlyfolded protein molecule has been formed. At the end of the chapler, we
1sider how the present quite complex scheme of information storage, tranliption, and translation might have arisen from simpler systems in the earliest

es of cell evolution.
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ranscription and translation are the means by which cells read out, or express,
genetic instructions in their genes. Because many identical HNA copies can

made from the same gene, and each HNA molecule can direct the synthesis
any identical protein molecules, cells can synt hesize a large amount of prorapidly when necessary. But each gene can also be transcribed and transedwith a different efficiency, allowing the cell to make vast quantities of some
II'Olcins and liny quantities of others (Figure 6-3). Moreover, as we see in the

"chapter, a cell can change (or regulate) the expression of each of its genes
'tOrriing 10 the needs of the moment-most commonly by controlling the pro~_.I-"Iflionof its H A.
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Figure 6-2 The pathway from DNA to
protein. The flow of genetic information
from DNA to RNA (transcription) and
from RNA to protein (translation) occurs
in alllivino cpU..
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Figure 6-3 Genes can be expressed
different efficiencies. In this example,
gene A is transcribed and translated
much more efficiently than gene 8.
allows the amount of protein A in the
to be much greater than that of proter
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Portions of DNA Sequence Are Transcribed into RNA
The first step a cell takes in reading out a needed part of its genetic instructions
is to copy a particular portion of its DNA nucleotide sequence-a gene-into an
RNA nucleotide sequence. The information in RNA, although copied into
another chemical form, is still written in essentially the same language as it is in
D A-the language of a nucleotide sequence. I-Ience the name transcription.
Like DNA, RNA is a linear polymer made offour differenltypes of nucleotide
subunits linked together by phosphodiester bonds (Figure 6-4). It differs from
DNA chemically in two respects: (I) the nucleotides in RNA are
ribonucleotides--that is, they cOlltain the sugar ribose (hence the name ribonucleic acid) rather than deoxyribose; (21 although, like DNA, RNA contains the
bases adenine (Al, guanine (G), and cytosine eCl, it contains the base uracil (U)
instead of the thymine (Tl in DNA. Since U, like T, can base-pair by hydrogenbonding with A (Figure 6-51, the complementary base-pairing properties
described for DNA in Chapters 4 and 5 apply also to RNA (in RNA, G pairs with
C, and A pairs with U). We also find other types of base pairs in RNA: for example, G occasionally pairs with U.
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Figure 6-4 The chemical structure of RNA. (A) RNA contains the sugar
ribose, which differs from deoxyribose, the sugar used in DNA, by the
presence of an additional -OH group. (8) RNA contains the base uracil,
which differs from thymine, the equivalent base in DNA, by the absence of
a -CH 3 group. (C) A short length of RNA. The phosphodiester chemical
linkage between nucleotides in RNA is the same as that in DNA.
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.~though these chemical differences are slight, D A and RNA differ quite
Jramatically in overall structure. Whereas DNA always occurs in cells as a dou,.-stranded helix, RNA is single-stranded. An RNA chain can therefore fold up
lto a particular shape, just as a polypeptide chain folds up to form the final
'hapeofa protein (Figure 1>-6). As we see later in this chapter, the ability to fold
nto complex three-dimensional shapes allows some RNA molecules to have
recise structural and catalytic functions.
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Transcription Produces RNA Complementary to One Strand of
DNA
The R.~A in a cell is made by DNA transcription, a process that has certain simi.anties to the process of DNA replication discussed in Chapter 5. Transcription
iregins with the opening and unwinding of a small portion of the DNA double helix
>expose the bases on each DNA strand. One of the two strands of the DNA douIe helix then acts as a template for the synthesis of an RNA molecule. As in DNA
plication, the nucleotide sequence of the RNA chain is determined by the commentary base-pairing between incoming nucleotides and the DNA template.
l\ben a good match is made, the incoming ribonucleotide is covalently linked to
~ growing RNA chain in an enzymatically catalyzed reaction. The RNA chain
~roduced by (fanscription-the transcript-is therefore elongated one nucleotide
.tatime, and it has a nucleotide sequence that is exactly complementary to the
,uand of DNA used as the template (Figure &-7).
Transcription, however, differs from DNA replication in several crucial ways.
Jnlike a newly formed DNA strand, the RNA strand does not remain hydrogen~nded to the D A template strand. Instead, just behind the region where the
ribonucleotides are being added, the RNA chain is displaced and the DNA helix
.·forms. Thus, the R A molecules produced by transcription are released from
~e DNA template as single strands. In addition, because they are copied from
nlya limited region of the DNA, RNA molecules are much shorter than DNA
molecules. A DNA molecule in a human chromosome can be lip to 250 million
ucleotide-pairs long; in contrast, most RNAs are no more than a few thousand
'lUcleotides long, and many are considerably shaner.
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Figure 6-5 Uracil forms base pairs with
adenine. The absence of a methyl group
in U has no effect on base-pairing; thus,
U-A base pairs closely resemble T-A base
pairs (see Figure 4-4).
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Figure 6-6 RNA can fold into specific structures. RNA is largely single-stranded, but it often contains short stretches of
nucleotides that can form conventional base pairs with complementary sequences found elsewhere on the same molecule.
These interactions, along with additional "nonconventional" base~pajr interactions, allow an RNA molecule to fold into a
three-dimensional structure that is determined by its sequence of nucleotides. <AATC> (A) Diagram of a folded RNA
structure showing only conventional base-pair interactions. (8) Structure with both conventional (red) and nonconventional
(green) base-pair interactions. (C) Structure of an actual RNA, a portion of a group I intron (see Figure 6-36). Each
conventional base~pair interaction is indicated by a "rung" in the double helix. Bases in other configurations are indicated by
broken rungs.
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The enzymes that perform transcription are called RNA polymerases, Like
the DNA polymerase that catalyzes DNA replication (discussed in Chapter 5),
RNA polymerases catalyze the formation of the phosphodiester bonds that link
the nucleotides together to form a linear chain, The RNA polymerase moves
stepwise along the DNA, unwinding the DNA helix just ahead of the active site
for polymerization to expose a new region of the template strand for complementary base-pairing, In this way, the growing RNA chain is extended by one
nucleotide at a time in the 5'-to-3' direction (Figure 6-8). The substrates are
nucleoside triphosphates (ATP, erp, UTp, and GTP); as in DNA replication, the
hydrolysis of high-energy bonds provides the energy needed to drive the reaction forward (see Figure 5-4),
The almost immediate release of the RNA strand from the DNA as it is synthesized means that many RNA copies can be made from the same gene in a relatively short time, with the synthesis of additional RNA molecules being started
before the first R A is completed (Figure 6-9), When RNA polymerase
molecules follow hard on each other's heels in this way, each moving at about 20
nucleotides per second (the speed in eucaryotes). over a thousand transcripts
can be synthesized in an hour from a single gene.
Although RNA polymerase catalyzes essentially the same chemical reaction
as DNA polymerase, there are some important differences between the activities
of the two enzymes, First, and most obviously, RNA polymerase catalyzes the
linkage of ribonucleotides, not deoxyribonucleotides, Second, unlike the DNA
polymerases involved in DNA replication, RNA polymerases can start an RNA
chain without a primer. This difference may exist because transcription need
not be as accurate as D A replication (sec Table 5-1, p. 271). Unlike DNA, RNA
does not permanently store genetic information in cells. RNA polymerases make
about one mistake for every 104 nucleotides copied into RNA (compared with an
error rate for direct copying by DNA polymerase of about one in 10 7
nucleotides), and the consequences of an error in RNA transcription are much
less significant than that in DNA replication.
Although R A polymerases are not nearly as accurate as the DNA polymerases that replicate DNA, they nonetheless have a modest proofreading
mechanism. If an incorrect ribonucleotide is added to the growing R A chain,
the polymerase can back up, and the active site of the enzyme can perform an
excision reaction that resembles the reverse of the polymerization reaction,
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Figure 6-8 DNA is transcribed by the enzyme RNA polymerase. (A) The RNA polymerase (pale blue) moves stepwise along the DNA,
unwinding the DNA helix at its active site. As it progresses, the polymerase adds nucleotides (represented as small 'T" shapes) one by one to
the RNA chain at the polymerization site, using an exposed DNA strand as a template. The RNA transcript is thus a complementary copy of
of the two DNA strands. A short region of DNA/RNA helix (approximately nine nucleotide pairs in length) is therefore formed only transient
and a Nwindow Nof DNA/RNA helix therefore moves along the DNA with the polymerase. The incoming nucleotides are in the form of
ribonucleoside triphosphates (ATP, UTP, CTP, and GTP), and the energy stored in their phosphate-phosphate bonds proVides the driving fom
for the polymerization reaction (see Figure 5-4). (B) The structure of a bacterial RNA polymerase, as determined by x-ray crystallography. Fol.r
different subunits, indicated by different colors, comprise this RNA polymerase. The DNA strand used as a template is red, and the nontem
strand is yef/ow. (A, adapted from a figure courtesy of Robert Landick; B, courtesy of Seth Darst.)
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Given that DNA and RNA polymerases both carry out template-dependent
IOtide polymerization, it might be expected that the two types of enzymes
xJId be structurally related, However, x-ray crystallographic studies of both
iJeSofenzyrnes reveal that, other than containing a critical Mg 2+ ion at the callie site, Ihey are virtually unrelated to each other; indeed template-depentnucleotide polymerizing enzymes seem to have arisen independently twice
._ring the early evolution of cells. One lineage led to the modern DNA poly-

-prnses and reverse transcriptases discussed in Chapter 5, as well as to a few
,~e·subunit RNA polymerases from viruses, The other lineage formed all of
modern cellular RNA polymerases (Figure 6-10), which we discuss in this
pier.

Figure 6-9 Transcription of two genes as
observed under the electron
microscope. The micrograph shows
many molecules of RNA polymerase
simultaneously transcribing each of two
adjacent genes. Molecules of RNA
polymerase are visible as a series of dots
along the DNA with the newly
synthesized transcripts (fine threads)
attached to them. The RNA molecules
(ribosomal RNAs) shown in this example
are not translated into protein but are
instead used directly as components of
ribosomes, the machines on which
translation takes place. The particles at
the 5' end (the free end) of each rRNA
transcript are believed to reflect the
beginnings of ribosome assembly. From
the lengths of the newly synthesized
transcripts, it can be deduced that the
RNA polymerase molecules are
transcribing from left to right. (Courtesy
of Ulrich Scheer.)

Cells Produce Several Types of RNA
·1emajorityofgenes carried in a cell's DNA specify the amino acid sequence of

'Ileins; the RNA molecules that are copied from these genes (which ultimately
.1recllhe synthesis of proteins) are called messenger RNA (mRNA) molecules.
.. final product of a minority of genes, however, is the RNA itself Careful anal","fthe complete DNA sequence of the genome of the yeast S, cerevisiae has
mered well over 750 genes (somewhat more than 10% of the total number of
"'I genes) that produce RNA as their final product. These RNAs, like proteins,
rveas enzymatic and structural components for a wide variety of processes in
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Ngure6-10The evolution of modern cellular RNA polymerases.
',cording to thiS hypothesis, RNA polymerases evolved from an ancient
Olein domain, called the double-psi barrel. Crucial evolutionary steps are
+ought to include the dimerization of the domain, the insertion of large
rdYPePtide·loops,~the acquisition of two criticallysines needed to
~ion the template, and the acquisition of three aspartic acids required
!Ochel.1te amagnesium at the active site. This scheme depicts the
M1ution of the two largest subunits of RNA polymerase, which form the
Kt.e site of the enzyme. The structures shown are those of the ~ and
)ubunits of the E. coli enzyme, but the corresponding subunits of the
wryotic enzyme are closely related. (Adapted from l.M. Iyer, EV Koonin
rid L Aravind, BMC Srruct. Bioi. 3:1, 2003.)
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